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Note from our designer

THE WAITING GAME

To begin with, this was a great shoot. We were working with Uma who was new to us, but 
she was lovely and so grounded for a young soul. The day was beautiful and warm, although 
technically still winter. A few hours into the shoot, Hannes, our fantastic photographer, looked 
up into the trees surrounding us and said, “Is that a parrot sitting in that tree?” Sure enough, 
it absolutely was. When Hannes called him and put out his arm, he promptly flew in and had 

a seat right on his outstretched arm. He was very interested in us - mostly Hannes - and what 
we were doing! Turned out his name was Mikey, and he lived on the property of the shoot. 
Although he was interested in being in the photos, he wanted to be the star, and not Uma’s 
side kick! Hannes found him truly captivating, so the end of the shoot became “The Waiting 

Game”, calling the parrot and waiting for him to come and sit near Uma. You’ll find Mikey 
inside the front cover of the catalogue. Our new collection is inspired by the wilderness, thus 
the colours and names. I envision the colours and stripes sitting beautifully in simple country 

houses and cabins all over the world. For me, it was once again time for a more colourful 
story, with lots of mixing and matching as always. The introduction of the stunning new Jasper 

collection is an exciting one as well! It’s a construction that I’m crazy about because it’s 
different, beautiful, and because it lends itself to many different products. Exciting times.

Amy Behn



ACCESSORIES
JUNIPER

Although it’s not gray, this collection is smoky and full of mystery. It’s a classic in and of itself. The spruce-coloured 
stripes are sitting on a merlot-brown coloured ground, with a flax-coloured fringe. The pillows have a contrasting 
back-side, making them two looks in one!

Available in throw (140x220cm), pillow cover (40x80cm, 63x63cm), and pouch (23x16cm)

Colour: Leather

70% LI - 30% WO - washed finish
610 g/m2

MANITOBA

Watching this collection roll through the factory brings a lot of happiness and light. I hope that once it leaves here, it 
will bring the same energy to everyone who sees it. Version one is our classic linen-wool construction, in our classic 
beeswax ground with stripes in red, green, and mustard. Version two has red stripes with a contrasting back side, 
making it two looks in one!

Available in throw (140x220cm), pillow cover (40x80cm, 63x63cm), and pouch (23x16cm)

Colour throw: Multi stripe
Colours pillow cover: Multi stripe, Red stripe
Colour pouch: Multi stripe

70% LI - 30% WO - washed finish
610 g/m2

JASPER

The new linen-wool mix is available in pillow covers, rugs and pouches, in the same three rich, warm colours. All items 
are finished with a linen trim detail. There are endless mix and match possibilities, and they work really well with The 
Belgian Towel collections, as well as the Juniper, and Manitoba collection.

Available in pillow cover (40x80cm, 63x63cm), pouch (23x16cm), and rug (135x220cm)

Colours: Ginger, Hunter green, and Leather

55% LI - 35% WO - 10% PA
1000 g/m2



The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Spruce

Juniper

Manitoba

Jasper



ACCESSORIES

THE BELGIAN TOWEL - PILLOW - POUCH

There are three new designs this season, all very different from each other! Spruce has a green ground with stripes in 
gold, navy, and mahogany, and a flax-coloured fringe. Old rose carries stripes in evergreen, old rose and mustard on 
a mahogany ground, with a fringe in flax. Camp stripe is a ginger-coloured ground with stripes in navy, red, mustard, 
and verde, with again, a fringe in flax. 

Available in 
The Belgian Towel as fouta (110x180cm), guest towel (55x65cm), and small fouta (35x50cm)
The Belgian Pillow as pillow cover (50x50cm)
The Belgian Pouch as pouch (23x16cm)

Colours: Camp stripe, Old rose, and Spruce

100% LI – washed finish
335 g/m2

TABLE LINEN

JASPER

We have a new linen-wool mix for this winter and it’s a beauty! The Jasper placemats are full of texture and body, and 
are available in three rich, warm colours. The idea is to use them every which way that suits – all one colour or mixed 
and matched. They work smashingly well with the Banff, George, and Yukon napkins.

Available in place mat (35x50cm) 

Colours: Ginger, Hunter green, and Leather

55% LI - 35% WO - 10% PA – washed finish
1000 g/m2

BANFF – GEORGE – YUKON

Our classic open weave napkin construction is back in lots of colours and combinations! Yukon comes with a ginger-
coloured ground and stripes in red, blue, green, and mustard. Banff carries stripes in evergreen, mustard, and old rose 
on a mahogany-coloured ground. George is a spruce-coloured ground with stripes in mahogany, mustard and blue. 
They all mix and match beautifully with the new Jasper collection.

Available in napkin (42x42cm) 

Colour: Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
90 g/m2



Mojave

George-Stripe    Jasper-Laether

The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Camp stripe


